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Dan Duffy — President

Change    \ˈchānj\

Definition: “to undergo transformation or transition...” 

See also: “the only constant” 

A lot has changed in the IT world since 1988. As Mid-Range enters its 20th year in 
business we too are changing. We’re updating our look (let us know what you think 
of the logo and tag line we’ve added) but rest assured—you continue to get the same 
great customer service combined with the best advice and products available. 

We continue to supply: 

•  Disaster Recovery  IBM Servers, Storage & Software
•  Hosting    IBM Servers, Storage & Software
•  Outsourcing   IBM Servers, Storage & Software
•  Back up & Recovery  IBM Servers, Storage & Software
•  Hardware   IBM Servers, Storage & Software 
•  Professional Services IBM Servers, Storage & Software 
•  JD Edwards   Implementation, Hosting, Outsourcing 

Zdy Orlinski — Secretary Treasurer

So what does “solve IT. for LessTM” do for us and what does it mean? 

First, it sends the message that we do solve IT problems with, and for, our customers 
and have done so for 19 years. Sometimes they are hardware and infrastructure 
related, sometimes they are disaster recovery or outsourcing related and sometimes 
they are JD Edwards related. Regardless, we solve them and do our part to reduce our 
customers’ costs and increase their revenues. 

What does “for Less” mean? It may mean “for less than you can do it in-house”. 
It may mean “for less than you can do it by trying to coordinate multiple vendors”. It 
may mean “for less money than you  think”. It may mean “for less money than you are 
spending now”. It may just mean “for less money than anyone else can do it for”. 

So thank you for your support over the last 19 years, and as we enter our 20th we 
look forward to solving IT with you, and for you.  M-R

Sincerely, 



Since 1988

800-668-6470 ● 905-940-1814 ● www.midrange.ca
Copyright©2007 Mid-Range Computer Group Inc. All rights reserved. 

MID-RANGE and the Mid-Range logo are trademarks of Mid-Range Computer Group Inc.  All other marks are intellectual property of their respective owners.

Full JD Edwards Outsourcing & Hosting 
Full High Availability Outsourcing & Hosting 
Full Disaster Recovery Plans, Test, Audits 

Full Planning & Configuration of IBM System i, System p, System x 
Blade Center, Storage, SAN, Supplies

“I didn’t know Mid-Range did that!”

Well, now you know...
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By David van Geilswyk

hen we think of a high availability solu-
tion that provides a business with di-
saster recovery protection we are typi-

cally thinking of a configuration where the 
source and target systems are geography 

separated running real time replication. We 
measure the effectiveness of this solution in 

terms of recovery time objectives (RTO) and recovery point 
objectives (RPO). In business terms these translate to:

RTO   = How long can you afford to be down? 
RPO   = How much data can you afford to lose? 

With this type of high availability solution in place we 
still need to do our point in time backups (nightly, weekly 
and monthly) in order to protect ourselves from data loss. 
Data loss can come in the form of software corruption, 
security breach, viruses and accidental deletion. A high 
availability solution does not protect us from these types 
of problems as it would replicate the data loss in real time 
to the target system. The data loss exposure that we face 
even though we have a high availability solution in place 
is that we would have to go back to our last backup of the 
data for recovery. Depending on the extent of the data loss 
the business’s recovery time objectives and recovery point 
objectives may not be met. Continuous Data Protection 
(CDP) was designed to address this exposure.

Continuous Data Protection 
CDP solutions automatically save data modifications 

independent of the primary data which allows the 
administrator to recover from any point in time. The 
implementation of CDP works along side point in 
time backups and replication to improve recovery 
time objectives and recovery point objectives for your 
business. Since CDP saves data modifications, recovery 
point objective from data loss is driven towards zero. The 
recovery time objective is improved since there is a full 
copy of the data prior to corruption, though depending on 
the extent of the incident, size of the recovery window 
(more on this later) and any analysis required, some time 

•
•

may be required before normal 
operations can resume. 

To run CDP, disk space is 
required to support the second 
copy of the data with additional 
space required for the window. 
A small amount of memory will 
be required for the process and 
the processing requirement for 
CDP is minimal. CDP is meant 
to complement a high availability environment and should 
be configured along side it.  CDP provides the business 
with a window of opportunity to detect and correct any 
corruption. 

How Continuous  
Data Protection Works 

For an example of how CDP works we will examine 
Lakeview Technology’s iSeries solution contained in both 
the MIMIX HA1 and MIMIX HA Lite products. Lakeview 
Technology a leader in the high availability space. CDP 
works by setting a recovery window which is the amount 
of time required to detect a data problem. Another way of 
looking at the recovery window is: “How far back do you 
need to go?” The software allows for a recovery window of 
from 1 minute to over 60 days. What the recovery window 
does is stop the apply process to the CDP target area. That 

David van Geilswyk
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means you will need to start the apply process and wait for 
it to reach the point just prior to the corruption before you 
would be able to use the CDP data. Lakeview has another 
term called the availability recovery window. The availabil-
ity recovery windows is essentially the recovery window 
plus any lag in the apply process. 

In the recovery window we can set recovery points 
which can be immediate, date/time or by journal 

entry. The recovery point is the point at which you 
suspend processing for a data group for the purpose of 
recovering data before corruption is replicated. Once 
a Recovery Point is issued no further processing will 
occur until it has been cleared or restarted. After setting 
the recovery point, the apply process will continue until 
that point has been reached. Upon reaching it there are 
a number of options available. What to do at this point 
will depend on the extent of data loss and its impact on 
the business. Here are some of the options available 
to us at this point: 

Take a copy of the CDP data and move it into 
production, then restart the CDP apply process 
and let the resolution flow through. 
Promote the CDP data to production. 
Skip over the corruption in the apply process, let 
the apply process complete, then promote the 
CDP data to production. 

Closing Thoughts 
We see the business case for CDP being particularly 

strong in environments that have high rates of data change 
where a loss of 24 hours worth of data would be crippling. 
It would also be useful in environments with fairly large 
amounts of storage as this type of environment could 
take some time to restore. The solution provides a definite 
advantage when downtime would have a significant 
impact on the company.  

CDP provides us with a solution to a long standing high 
availability issue by protecting us from data corruption that 
flows from the source system to the target system. CDP can 
be run outside of an availability solution, but the real value 
comes in running it in conjunction with a high availability 
solution. Since more businesses are operating 24x7x365 
and business today has less tolerance for day loss then 
ever before, we see CDP being adopted by a large number 
of high availability users in a relativity short period or time. 
Thank you for taking the time to read this article and I hope 
it has served as a good introduction to CDP.  M-R

David van Geilswyk has over 15 years of IT experience 
on the System i5 iSeries/400 platform and specializes in 
Back-Up and Recovery, BRMS, High Availability, Systems 
Security, and Logical Partitioning. David can be reached at: 
dvg@midrange.ca. 

•

•
•

Turn Your 
Sow’s Ear Into 
a Silk Purse.

Is some overpaid consultant telling 
you to throw out your System i 
(AS/400) applications and replace 
them with a “prettier package”?
Tell them: 

A. You have considered the costs of overpaid, 
self-serving consultants. 

B. You have considered the soft costs such as 
staff re-training,  (the costs the overpaid, 
self-serving consultants ignore) to do so.

C. You have considered the hard costs and 
moving to Wintel is full of them.

D. You have considered the costs of 
modifications to make their “pretty stuff” 
actually work in your business environment. 

E. All of the above. 

….and tell them you have decided to pilot Lansa Ramp 
from Mid-Range because you will get twice the results for 
less than half the price. 

Note:  When your self-serving, overpaid consultant hears 
this, he or she may switch to Plan B and borrow your 
watch to tell you the time.  Don’t let them. 

For more information 
please e-mail us at 
lansa@midrange.ca. 
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By Dave Parry 

usiness today is creating 
data at unprecedented 
rates. Managing and pro-
tecting that data contin-
ues to challenge every 
organization. There are 
many technologies and 

methods for data centers 
to ensure the availability and 

integrity of information assets from 
snapshots and mirroring up to full 
disaster recovery solutions.  Most of 
this is focused on protecting the sys-
tems and storage platforms.  What 
happens when data needs to be 
transported outside of this protected 
environment?

On-line business data exchange 
is often protected via certificate based 
encryption or proprietary schemes 
to insure that data over the wire 
cannot be compromised. Wireless 
transmission adds an additional 
dimension to this.

What About Tape? 
Tape continues to be the most 

economical and portable method to 
store off-line data. That portability is 
both a benefit and an area of risk. 
Encrypting the data on the tape 
would seem to be a simple solution. 
And it can be, but it is important 

to understand all aspects of this 
technology to insure you can access 
your data when you need to.

Data encryption involves modi-
fying the data stream into seem-
ingly random characters based on 
a unique character string or key. A 
similar key is required to read-back 
the data from the tape. 

It is important to remember that if 
you lose the keys you lose the data. 
Forever.

This raises a number of 
challenges; 

how to generate, manage and 
protect the keys
where in the data stream to 
perform the encryption
how to transfer the keys to the 
tape drive
how to read the tape in other 
environments

There are in-band encryption 
“appliances” from various manufac-
turers that encrypt the data stream 
before it gets to the device (disk or 
tape). A similar appliance (and key) 
is required at the remote site to be 
able to read the data. Encrypted data 
cannot be compressed. Therefore 
this process defeats the hardware 
compression on the drives, requiring 

•

•

•

•

more media. As your environment 
scales so too will the number of appli-
ances required, adding yet one more 
layer of technology to manage. 

There are software solutions 
such as Tivoli Storage Manager 
(TSM) that will encrypt the data on 

the server prior to writing out to 
tape. Bear in mind that the use 
of TSM, which is a very func-
tion-rich product, consumes 

some system resources and will 
have an impact on the efficiency of 

the backup process. The encryption 
key is stored in the TSM database 
and would need to be exported to a 
remote TSM server to be read, which 
means TSM must be in place on the 
remote server as well. This process 
also bypasses 
hardware com-
pression on the 
tape devices. 

IBM has integrated hardware 
encryption into their LTO-4 and 
TS1120 tape drives using standard 
tape media. Since the encryption is 
done at the hardware level there is 
no performance overhead, and the 
data is compressed prior to en-
crypting on the drive, maintaining 
the write density. 

There are a number of methods 
to move the keys to the drive, where 
it is stored in memory for each tape 
operation. 

TSM (5.4) has been enhanced 
to directly manage encryption keys, 
generating and storing them in its da-
tabase for each cartridge, tied to the 
unique tape label.  TSM will pass the 
key string to the drive via the SAS 
or Fibre interface through standard 
SCSI commands.

For environments where TSM 
is not utilized, IBM provides a host-
based key manager (EKM). 

EKM is a java-based application 
that is small enough to be backed 
up to CD, and can be mirrored 
onto a number of servers in the 
enterprise—providing a primary and 
backup keystore for availability and 
protection. 

With System-Managed encryp-
tion (AIX 5.x) EKM can transfer keys 
to the drive via the Atape system driv-
er for directly connected tape drives 

The KEY to 
Protecting 
Your  
Data 
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► AIX 6.1 is currently in beta and 
is planned to officially announce 
in Nov.  Look for AIX v5.2 to be 
withdrawn in Q4 as IBM’s policy is 
to support two O/S versions, the 
current release (AIX6.1) and one 
previous version (AIX 5.3).

► Power 6 BladeServer will be 
announced in November. Available 
initially as a 2-socket blade, support-
ing 4x P6 cores. Virtualization func-
tionality will be supported via IVM. 
A follow-on single core P6 blade will 
be announced later in the quarter. 

► p6-P570. This system currently 
has a single-bus 6-slot SAS back-
plane for internal disk in each 4-way 
node. IBM will announce in Novem-
ber an option to split this bus provid-
ing 2 controllers for bus-level mirror-
ing or dual LPAR boot support. This 
option will also be available as an 
MES to installed P6-p570 servers. 

► AMD’s new quad-core Opteron 
is getting a lot of attention for out-
standing performance results. IBM is 
planning a new BladeServer based 
on this new processor. Stay tuned. 

► New 8-core P6 server. This will 
be the P6 follow-on to the current 
P5-550 server. Expected to an-
nounce in Q1. 

► SATA disk drives from IBM 
include a 750GB drive offering. That 
will increase to 1TB drive modules 
early next year. 

► TS1120 Enterprise Tape currently 
supports up to 700GB of uncom-
pressed capacity. IBM is expected to 
announce a 1TB tape offering for this 
product early 2008. The advantage of 
the TS1120 architecture is the ability 
to reformat existing media to support 
the higher densities as the technology 
evolves. 

►DS4000 RAID 6 support. This 
will be a firmware update to existing 
DS4700 and DS4800’s. Expected 
availability February/08. 

► DS3000  Mixed SATA and SAS 
support drive support, as well as 
System P certification. (as well as 
System X and Blade). Expected 
availability December/07. 

Recent Announcements: 

IBM BladeCenter S Chassis 
New SMB-focused chassis with Six 
BladeServer slots and 4x 3-drive 
hot-swap SAS or SATA disk bays. 
This lowers the entry point for IBM’s 
BladeCenter and combined with 
the new P6 BladeServer provides 
attractive consolidation options 
for the SMB market. All current 
BladeServer and switch modules are 
supported in the new chassis. www-
03.ibm.com/systems/bladecenter/
tour/index.html.

IBM DS3300 — 
ISCSI Storage Susbsystem

New addition to the DS3000 SAS 
entry storage subsystem providing 
host connectivity options for SAS 
(DS3200), Fibre (DS3400), and now 
ISCSI. Scales up to 14TB. www-
03.ibm.com/systems/storage/disk/
ds3000/ds3300/.

News and  
Rumours 

(SAS or 
F i b r e ) .   
E n c r y p -
tion is 
c o n f i g -
ured at 
the tape 
drive lev-
el in this 
envi ron-
ment.

Library-Managed encryption 
(AIX or i5/OS) transfers the keys 
from EKM via a LAN connection 
to the tape library.   Encryption 
can be configured for individual 
cartridges in this environment, 
and is managed by policies 
configured in the library.

External data exchange 
requires similar tape technol-
ogy at the remote location.  
The keystore will also need 
to be transferred securely 
(SSL/VPN) or via media (CD 
or tape) separate from the en-
crypted cartridges.

With current regulations 
such as PCI, HIPAA, SOX, Bill 
189 and the like there is no 
question of the need to protect 
sensitive customer data.  Just 
be clear about what you are 
trying to accomplish and why.  
If encryption is not absolutely 
necessary it may not be prudent 
to add this level of complexity to 
your environment.   However, if 
this is a business requirement 
Mid-Range can help you 
determine the most efficient way 
to protect your information while 
insuring you can access it today 
and far into the future. M-R

Dave Parry is a pre-sales techni-
cal specialist at Mid-Range, 
focusing on IBM System p and 
Storage solutions. His 22 years 
of IT experience includes field 
service, AIX and HPUX technical 
support, networking, high-avail-
ability, and solutions assurance. 
Dave has been directly support-
ing IBM opportunities for the 
past 10 years. He can be reached 
at dparry@midrange.ca.

Dave Parry
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Operating Systems & Applications

• Virtualized performance
on demand

• Virtualized bandwidth
on demand

• Virtualized storage
on demand

See the Future Now ... MID-RANGE FUTURE BOX
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By Dan Duffy

Computing platforms continue 
to evolve. To save costs, 
increase speed to market and 
gain manufacturing flexibility 

most IBM computing platforms do not 
get their personalities until the end 
of the production line. In addition, 
multiple virtualized operating system 
environments are becoming the norm. 

Here’s look at what’s coming for 
your computing infrastructure: 

Blade Center form factor  
(to start). 
Multiple operating systems 
under one physical roof, all with 
virtualization capabilities. Minute 
by minute resource allocation 
through variable partitioning. 
Guest operating system 
partitions for non-IBM products.
Mix and match resources and 
pricing for all system resources.

•

•

•

•

One large storage pool (local 
and/or remote) as part of a 
hierarchical storage system 
based on the needs, speeds, 
and risk profile of your data.
Storage software that will 
productively monitor and 
manage your data from 
creation through deletion. 
Communications 
bandwidth on demand. 
Dial up server power and 
utilization on demand. 
Variable infrastructure power 
on a variable pricing grid that 
fits your business needs, by 
minute, hour, day, week or year. 

Predictions: 
Large companies will have a dis-

tinct advantage in owning, operating 
or hosting these systems due to the 
multiple talent disciplines that need to 
be in place to make the most of them. 
Having said that, niche specialty com-

•

•

•

•

•

panies that can supply skilled people 
at a reasonable rate to the large com-
panies will also do well. 

In this environment the large 
companies, the small companies, 
and the niche companies will do fine. 
There will be no room for medium 
sized companies. 

Serving up this technology to the 
SMB market will take someone with 
deep pockets who can sign up plenty 
of customers (volume) and serve it 
up seamlessly. 

Hands on company techni-
cal and business people working 
together can serve up almost any ap-
plication they need to grow and gain 
a competitive advantage. The key is 
“working together”. 

Telephone companies and router 
and switch companies will boom as the 
thirst for bandwidth increases expo-
nentially to serve data traffic growth. 

Consultants will multiply like 
rabbits.  M-R

Back To The Future: 2008 – 2023
Where your IT infrastructure is headed in the next 10-15 years 
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Introducing Robot/SECURITY—
The i5/OS Security Management Software

World’s Leader in System i
Automated Operations
& Business Intelligence

952/933-0609
info.info@helpsystems.com

www.helpsystems.com© Help/Systems, Inc. All trademarks and registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Protect Your IBM® System iTM

With Robot/SECURITY®

You know Help/Systems as the company you rely 
on for all your automated operations and business 
intelligence needs. Now, Help/Systems brings 
security to your System i: Robot/SECURITY, the 
i5/OS security monitoring and auditing software. 
Robot/SECURITY helps you protect your System i 
by providing the information you need to develop a 
complete security strategy. In today’s world, govern-
ment regulations, such as Sarbanes-Oxley, and 
privacy laws, such as HIPAA and PCI, make security 
a vital issue for every business. Robot/SECURITY is 
the key to protecting your System i.

Experience True
System i Security

Robot/SECURITY is the first comprehensive security 
package for your System i. Its five modules let you 
set up and maintain an integrated set of policies 
and procedures. Profile Exchange authorizes users 
to assume the authority of a more powerful user 
profile temporarily. Exit Point Monitoring defines 
who is allowed to access your System i through 
server exit points. Security Audit checks your system 
security settings and compares them to industry best 
practices. QAUDJRN Monitoring provides real-time 
monitoring of the security audit journal. PC-based 
Forensics Analysis extracts security-related events 
from multiple sources on your system. 

Learn More About Securing 
Your System i

Make Robot/SECURITY the foundation of your 
security strategy. Call today at 1-800-328-1000
and ask for a FREE Robot/SECURITY Information 
Kit. Or, visit www.helpsystems.com for more 
information or to download a FREE 30-day trial.

NEW!
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